TrakSafe Mini

Smartrak’s compact and discrete TrakSafe Mini safety device provides people who have experience in at
risk or uncomfortable situations the confidence to live independently every day knowing emergency
support is only a button press away if they need it.
The integration with Smartrak’s next-generation tracking software, instantly alerts emergency response
representatives and reveals the location of the person in need through its advanced mapping technology.

The TrakSafe Mini is equipped with an advanced
location positioning system, enabling GPS satellite
reception to provide an accurate location position,
even in rough urban environments.

Benefits
Remove the fear of being alone and feel safer
in the community
Feel more at ease about relatives or loved ones
at risk living or working independently
Trust that the discrete duress activation
won’t escalate a potentially violent situation or
crime
Know it’s easy to use with one push of a button

How it Works
Connects to Smartrak EyeQ via cellular
communication
Plots the location of the user on the EyeQ map at 2
minute intervals while the person is moving. (Polling
stops when the device is stationary)
Raises an alert on the EyeQ map when the user
presses the emergency button
Sends an email or SMS message to alert specified
recipients
Alert acknowledgement assures the user that the
signal was successfully transmitted (acknowledged
as a vibration plus lashing LED lights)

Key Features
Able to work on cellular networks in
Australia or New Zealand
Emergency alerts can be forwarded to
an allocated monitoring centre and sent
by SMS and email
Compact and lightweight housing
Wide operating temperature range
Ultra-low power consumption
Provides accurate alert location
information available for secure viewing
via a web browser on computer or
mobile device
At least 16 hours battery life based on the
device being active 50% of the time
One way voice for audio monitoring from
up to two authorised numbers
Simple three button functionally

Accessories
• Micro-USB charging cable (for use with a
USB car/wall power adapter or computer).
• Standard 240v wall adapter.
• Lanyards and keychains are also available
upon request.
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